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Induced ferromagnetism due to superconductivity in superconductor-ferromagnet structures
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We consider a superconductor-ferromagnet~S/F! structure and assume that above the superconducting tran-
sition temperatureTc the magnetic moment exists only in F. In a simple model of the ferromagnet~the
exchange field is of the ferromagnetic type for all energies! we show by an explicit calculation that belowTc

the magnetic moment may penetrate the superconductor. In this model its direction in S is opposite to the
magnetization of free electrons in the ferromagnet. The magnetization spreads over a large distance which is of
the order of the superconducting coherence lengthjS and can much exceed the ferromagnet film thickness. At
the same time the magnetic moment in the ferromagnet is reduced. This inverse proximity effect may explain
the reduction in magnetization observed in recent experiments and may lead to a strong interaction between the
ferromagnetic layers in F/S/F structures.
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Penetration of the superconducting condensate into a
mal metal in the superconductor~S!-normal metal~N! het-
erostructures is a well established proximity effect. The la
is a long-range effect because the amplitude of the cond
sate decays in the normal metal very slowly with a char
teristic lengthjN which in the dirty limit is equal tojN

5ADN/2pT (DN is the diffusion coefficient in the norma
metal andT is the temperature!. At low temperatures this
length can be very large. At the same time, the order par
eter D in the superconductor near the S/N interface is s
pressed. The magnitude of the suppression depends o
parameters characterizing the system such as the S/N i
face transparency, the thickness of the S and N layers,1

The proximity effect arises also in superconduct
ferromagnet ~S/F! structures. While the superconductin
condensate consists of paired electrons with opposite sp
the exchange fieldJ in the ferromagnet tends to align the
and break the Cooper pairs. The penetration lengthjF of the
condensate into the ferromagnet is usually much smaller
jN and in the dirty limit is equal tojF5ADF /J (DF is the
diffusion coefficient in the ferromagnet!. Since the exchange
energyJ is much larger thanT, we come to the inequality
jF!jN ~in the clean limit whentJ@1, the penetration
length jF is determined by the mean-free-pathl 5vFt,
wherevF is the Fermi velocity2–4!. A strong exchange field
suppresses also the superconducting order parameterD in the
superconductor.

The situation changes when the magnetizationM in the
ferromagnet is not homogeneous. In this case a triplet c
ponent of the condensate with a nonzero spin projec
arises and penetrates into the F region over a long distanc
the orderADF/2pT ~see Refs. 5 and 6!. The effect of the
penetration of the superconducting condensate into the fe
magnet and the suppression of the superconductivity~a de-
crease of the critical temperatureTc of the superconducting
transition! in S/F structures, i.e., the proximity effect, hav
been the subject of many works during the last decades~see
for example Refs. 7–9 and the review10 for more references!.
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So, the penetration of the superconductivity into the n
mal metal or ferromagnet is by now a very well studi
phenomenon. However, one can ask the same question a
the ferromagnetism: Can the ferromagnetic order penet
the normal metal or superconductor over long distanc
Surprisingly, this question has hardly been addressed. S
indications of the effect can be found in numerical works.9,11

In these works only the density of states for each spin dir
tion as a function of the energy was presented, however,
magnetization was not calculated. In addition the induc
magnetization~magnetization leakage! was calculated in
Ref. 12. However, the results obtained in the latter pa
generally speaking differ drastically from ours. They found
magnetization leakage that is the magnetic moment of
electronsMe spreads into the S region over a distance of
order jS changing its sign at some distance from the S
interface.

We consider a simple model assuming a mean-field
proximation for the ferromagnet and superconductor. T
mean-field order parameter in S is the energy gapD, and in
F it is the exchange fieldJ which is assumed to be of th
ferromagnetic type and small compared with the Fermi
ergy. In different limiting cases where analytical formul
can be obtained we find completely different behavior: F
temperatures belowTc , the magnetization of free electron
in the F layerMe decreases and the induced magnetization
the S region isnegative~that is, the magnetization variatio
has the same negative sign in both regions!. Our analytical
considerations show that no change of sign of the indu
magnetization takes place. This behavior is in agreem
with the reduction of magnetization observed in the expe
ments of Refs. 13 and 14 and can be explained by the sim
physical picture we present below.

In the case of F/N systems the ferromagnetic order
penetrates over short distances since the exchange intera
is local. In this paper we show that the situation may
different for S/F structures and present arguments that
magnetic moment can penetrate into the superconductor
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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long distances of the order of the superconducting cohere
length. This effect can be called the inverse proximity effe
The reason why the magnetic moment aligned in the dir
tion opposite to the magnetization in the F film,Me , pen-
etrates the superconductor can rather easily be unders
qualitatively. This effect is due to the fact that the Coop
pairs have a large size of the order ofjS>ADS/2pTc. Sup-
pose that the F layer is thin~see inset of Fig. 1! and let us
assume that the Cooper pairs are rigid objects consistin
electrons with opposite spins, such that the total magn
moment of a pair is equal to zero. Of course, the excha
field should not be very strong, otherwise the pairs wo
break down. It is clear from this simple picture that pa
located entirely in the superconductor cannot contribute
the magnetic moment of the superconductor because
magnetic moment is simply zero. Nevertheless, some p
are located in space in a more complicated manner: on
the electrons of the pair is in the superconductor, while
other moves in the ferromagnet. These are those pairs
create the magnetic moment in the superconductor. The
rection along the magnetic momentMe in the ferromagnet is
preferable for the electron located in the ferromagnet and
makes the spin of the other electron of the pair to be antip
allel to Me . This means that all such pairs equally contribu
to the magnetic moment in the bulk of the superconduc
As a result, a ferromagnetic order is created in the superc
ductor and the direction of the magnetic moment in this
gion is opposite to the direction of the magnetic momentMe
in the ferromagnet. Moreover, the induced magnetic mom
penetrates over the size of the Cooper pairsjS . From this
point of view it is difficult to understand the numerical r
sults of Ref. 12 where the induced magnetization in the
region near the S/F interface has the same sign as in
ferromagnet. The magnetic moment in the ferromagne
decreased because the density of states in F is reduced d
the proximity effect. This occurs in a way similar to a su
pression of the Pauli paramagnetism in superconductors~the
exchange field plays the role of a strong magnetic field a
ing on spins!. At the same time the concentrations of fr
electrons with spin up and down in F remain unchang
when we are saying about the penetration of Cooper p
into the ferromagnet F, we mean that superconducting co
lations are established in F due to the proximity effect. H
ing presented the qualitative picture, we calculate now
magnetization variation due to free electrons~the
conduction-band electrons!,

FIG. 1. Spatial dependence of the magnetization in the wh

system. HeregF /gS50.5, ḡF5gF /j050.1 (j05ADS/2Tc), J/Tc

515, anddF /j051. Inset: Schematic view of the inverse proxim
ity effect in a S/F system~for discussion see text!.
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dMe5mBdNM , ~1!

belowTc in both layers of the S/F system shown in the ins
of Fig. 1. HeremB is an effective Bohr magneton. We a
sume that the magnetic momentMe is parallel to the inter-
face as it takes place in the experiment13,14 and is homoge-
neous in the F layer. As we have found previously, Ref.
in this case only the singlet component and the triplet o
with the zero-spin projection on the direction ofMe exist in
the system. Both components penetrate into the ferroma
over the short distancejF . If the S/F interface transparenc
is low or the conductivity of the S film is much higher tha
the conductivity of the F film, the suppression of the ord
parameterD is not essential and the superconducting pro
erties remain almost unchanged. The quantitydNM can be
expressed in terms of the quasiclassical normal Green fu
tion ĝ:

dNM5(
p

~^cp↑
† cp↑2cp↓

† cp↓&!52 ipnT (
v52`

v51`

Tr~ ŝ3ĝ!,

~2!

wheren5pFm/(2p2) is the density of states at the Ferm
level, ŝ3 is the third Pauli matrix, andv5pT(2n11) is the
Matsubara frequency. The normal Green functionĝ is a ma-
trix in the spin space. In the considered case of a unifo
magnetization it has the formĝ5g0•ŝ01g3•ŝ3. This ma-
trix is related to the Gor’kov anomalous matrix Green fun
tion f̂ via the normalization condition

ĝ22 f̂ 251. ~3!

The matrix f̂ describes the superconducting condensate
order to visualize how our results are obtained, we cons
first the simplest case when the condensate functionf̂ is
small in F and is close to its bulk value in the superco
ductor. We analyze the dirty case when the Usadel equa
can be applied. This means that s-wave superconductors
considered. These are described by the standard BCS Ha
tonian with account for the exchange field~in the ferromag-
net! acting on the spins of the free electrons. We write t
Hamiltonian in the form

Ĥ5Ĥo1ĤS1ĤF . ~4!

Here Ĥo is the one-particle Hamiltonian which includes th
impurity scattering termUimp ,

Ĥo5 (
$p,s%

$asp
1 @jpdpp81Uimpdss8#as8p8%, ~5!

wherejp5p2/2m2eF is the kinetic energy counted from th
Fermi energyeF . The second term in Eq.~4! is the standard
BCS Hamiltonian for the superconductor written in th
mean-field approximation,

ĤS52 (
$p,s%

$Dasp
1 asp

1 1c.c.%, ~6!

le
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INDUCED FERROMAGNETISM DUE TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 174504 ~2004!
wheres̄52s (s561) andp̄52p. The last term in Eq.~4!
describes the ferromagnetic interaction in F. We accept
simplest form of this part of the Hamiltonian~the mean-field
approximation!,

ĤF52 (
$p,s%

J$asp
1 n•sss8as8p8%, ~7!

where the exchange energy is assumed to be positive fo
energies~the ferromagnetic type of interaction!, n is the unit
vector parallel to the magnetization of the ferromagnet. T
magnetizationM of the ferromagnet is proportional to th
exchange energyJ. If the contribution of free electrons
strongly dominates~an itinerant ferromagnet!, one hasM
>Me .

If the polarization of the conduction electrons is due to
interaction with localized magnetic moments, the Ham
tonianĤF may be written in the form16,17,19

ĤF52J1 (
$p,s%

$asp
1 S•sss8as8p8%, ~8!

whereS5(aSad(r 2r a), Sa is the spin of a particular ion. A
constantJ1 is related toJ via the equation:J5J1nMS0,
wherenM is the concentration of magnetic ions andS0 is a
maximum value ofSa ~we consider these spins as classi
vectors; see Ref. 16!. In this case the magnetization is a su
M5M loc1Me , and the magnetizationMe may be aligned
parallel (J1.0, the ferromagnetic type of the exchan
field! to M or antiparallel (J1,0, the antiferromagnetic type
of the exchange field!. In the following we will assume a
ferromagnetic exchange interaction (Me andM are oriented
in the same direction!. The case of antiferromagnetic cou
pling will be briefly discussed below. In principle one ca
add to Eq.~8! the term($a,b%$Sa* Sb% which describes a direc
interaction between localized magnetic moments,17,19but this
term does not affect the final results.

Starting from the Hamiltonian~4! and using a standar
approach,18 one can derive the Usadel equation. In the c
of a low S/F interface transparency this equation can be
earized. Then, the functionf̂ is obtained from the linearized
Usadel equation~see e.g. Ref. 15!

]xx
2 f 62k6

2 f 650 in the F layer ~9!

and

]xx
2 d f̂ S2kS

2d f̂ S5K~x!ŝ3 in the S layer. ~10!

Here k6
2 52(uvu7 iJsgnv)/DF , kS

252Av21D2/DS and

d f̂ S is a deviation of the functionf̂ S from its bulk ~BCS!

value f BCS, i.e.,d f̂ S5 f̂ S2 f̂ BCS, f̂ BCS5 f BCS•ŝ3. The func-
tions f F6 are the elements~1,1! and ~2,2! of the matrix f̂ F .
The functionK(x) contains the correctiondD(x) to the or-
der parameterD. This term is not relevant in our calculation
since only the component off̂ proportional toŝ0 contributes
to the magnetization@see below, Eq.~17!#. Equations~9! and
~10! should be complemented by the boundary conditio
that can be written for smallf̂ S,F as
17450
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]xd f̂ S5~gBCS
2

• f̂ F2gBCSf BCSsgnv•ŝ3!/gS , ~11!

]x f̂ F52~1/gF! f̂ S , ~12!

wheregS,F5RbsS,F , Rb is the S/F interface resistance p
unit area,sS,F is the conductivity of the S or F region, an
ĝBCS5gBCS•ŝ0. The BCS functions have the well-know
form ~see, for example, Ref. 18!

gBCS5v/Av21D2, f BCS5D/ iAv21D2. ~13!

The matrix function of the superconducting condensatf̂
can be represented in the form

f̂ 5 f 3ŝ31 f 0ŝ0 ~14!

for both regions. The componentf 3 describes the single
condensate, whereasf 0 stands for the triplet component wit
the zero projection of the total spin of the pair on the dire
tion of the magnetic momentM . These functions are relate
to f 6 through: f 0,3(x)5(1/2)@ f 1(x)6 f 2(x)#. The other
components of the triplet condensate arise only ifM in the
ferromagnet is inhomogeneous.

Solving Eqs.~9! and ~10! with the boundary conditions
Eqs.~11! and ~12!, we find easily

f F6~x!5b6exp~2k6x!, ~15!

f S0~x!52a0exp~kSx!. ~16!

Hereb656 f BCS/(gFk6) anda05gBCS
2 f F0(0)/(gSkS). As

follows from Eqs.~15! and~16! the functionsf F6 and f S0(x)
are small provided thatRF /Rb!1 and (RF /Rb)(RS /Rb)
!1, where RF,S5jF,S /sF,S are the resistances~per unit
area! of the F~S! of lengthsjF,S . In order to calculate the
magnetization we have to find the functiong35Tr(ŝ3ĝ/2)
@see Eq.~2!#. The latter is related to the functionsf 0,3 in the
F and S region through the normalization condition, Eq.~3!,
and is given by

gF35 f F0f F3sgnv, gS35 f BCSd f S0 /gBSC. ~17!

As it has been discussed in Ref. 15, the functionsf S0 and f F0
corresponding to the triplet component of the condensate
odd functions ofv while the singlet componentsf BCS and
f F3 are even functions. Thus, according to Eqs.~17! the
functionsgF3 andgS3 are even functions ofv (gBSC is odd
in v). This means that the sum over the frequencies in
~2! is not zero and the proximity effect leads to a chan
dMe of the magnetization in both F and S layers~aboveTc
the magnetization in S is zero!.

After the qualitative discussion we have come to the c
clusion that the net magnetization due to the inverse prox
ity effect must be negative. The explicit calculation based
Eqs.~2! and~15!–~17! confirms this result which is shown in
Fig. 1 for some values of the parameters. We see thatdMe is
negative, i.e., the magnetization of the ferromagnet is
duced and the superconductor acquires a finite magnetiza
in the opposite direction. The change of the magnetizat
dM (x) extends over the lengthks

21 , which may be much
4-3
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larger than the thickness of the F layer. This effect is anot
manifestation of the existence of the triplet component of̂ .

The inverse proximity effect considered here may be
evant for several experiments on the measurements of
magnetization in the S/F structures.13,14 In these experiments
it was found that the magnetization started to decrease w
crossing the superconducting critical temperatureTc from
above. The authors of these experiments compared the
with the theoretical results of Refs. 19 and 20 that w
obtained under the assumption that the ferromagnetic o
in the F thin layer might be modified due to the proximi
effect leading to the so-called cryptoferromagnetic state
these works only the contribution of localized moments
the magnetization was taken into account. Our calculati
show that the conduction electrons can give an additio
contribution. The inverse proximity effect leads to an ad
tional reduction of the magnetizationMe and may serve as
an alternative explanation for the reduction of the magn
zation observed experimentally.13,14

Let us analyze now an interesting case that may be
evant to the experimental situation of Ref. 14. We assu
that the thickness of the F layerdF is small compared tojF
and that the Green functionsgS and f S are close to the bulk
valuesgBSC and f BCS. The latter assumptions are valid if th
coefficientgF /gS5sF /sS is small enough. In this case a
functions in the F region are not necessarily small but th
are almost constant in space. Therefore we can averag
exact Usadel equation overx taking into account exac
boundary conditions. Proceeding in this way, we get for
diagonal elementsg6 and f 6 of the matricesĝ and f̂ ,

gF65ṽ6 /zv6 , f F656ebFf BCS/zv6 , ~18!

where ṽ65v1ebFgBCS7 iJ, zv65Aṽ6
2 2(ebFf BCS)

2,
ebF5DF /(2gFdF). One can see that in the limiting cases
small and large energyebF the functionsgF6 , f F6 describe
a superconducting state with the energy gap equal toebF if
ebF!D ~a subgap in the excitation spectrum! and toD in the
opposite case. In both cases the position of the energy g
shifted with respect toe50 ~the Matsubara frequencies a
related toe via v52 i e). It can be easily shown that th
functiongF3 that determines the magnetization, Eqs.~2! and
~17!, equals zero forebF50 ~very small S/F interface trans
parency! and for very large values ofebF ~a perfect S/F
contact!. This dependence ofdMF on Rb leads to a non-
monotonic behavior of the change of the magnetizat
dMF,S . In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence
dMF,S(0) for values of the parameters similar to those
Ref. 14. We see that the decrease of the magnetization
be of the order of 10% and larger. This result correlates w
the experimental data of Ref. 14~see Ref. 21!. We have
checked thatu f S0u,1 for the parameters in Fig. 2.

We also present here analytical formulas for the ra
r S,F5dMS,F(0)/MF0 using Eq. ~18! and considering the
case of low temperatures (T!D); dMS,F are the magnetiza
tion variations in the S and F films andMF0 is the magneti-
zation in the F film aboveTc . The relation betweenMF0 and
J depends on a particular model of the ferromagnet. For
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ample, in the simplest model of the ferromagnet with a co
stant and positiveJ we have for an itinerant ferromagne
MF0 5gmBnJ ~see Ref. 21!. To simplify the expressions fo
r S,F we assume also thatJ!ebF'(DF /dF

2)(RF /Rb)
3(dF /jF) ~this limit may correspond to the experiment14!.
In this case we obtain

r S'21.67ADdF
2/DS, ~19!

r F'2pD/2ebF . ~20!

For estimations of the parameters one can take experime
values from Ref. 14 where a ‘‘weak’’ ferromagnet Pd(12x)Fex

was used. One getsDF /dF
251000 K fordF520 A. The Cu-

rie temperature which may be of the order ofJ varied from
90 to 250 K. The barrier~interface! resistanceRb is not
known, but one can give a crude estimation noting t
(RF /Rb)(dF /jF)'Ttr , whereTtr is the transmission coeffi
cient which varies from very small values to a value of t
order 1.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the existence of
inverse proximity effect in S/F structures. Due to the pre
ence of the superconductor the magnetization in the fe
magnet with the ferromagnetic type of the exchange inter
tion is reduced and a magnetic moment is induced in
superconductor belowTc . Its direction is opposite to the
direction of the magnetic moment in the ferromagnet a
spreads over the superconducting coherence lengthjS . This
distance can be much larger than the F film thickness.
effect discussed may be the reason for a reduced magne
tion observed in S/F structures leading to a frequency shif
the magnetic resonance.14 This conclusion is changed in th
case of ferromagnets with the antiferromagnetic interact
between free electrons and localized moments@negativeJ1
in Eq. ~8!#. If a contribution of localized moments to the tot
magnetization in such ferromagnets dominates (Mloc

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofdMS(0)/MF0 ~lower
curves! and dMF(0)/MF0 ~upper curves! for the following values

of ḡF5gF /j0 (j05ADS/2Tc): ḡF50.1 ~solid line!, ḡF50.3

~dashed line!, and ḡF50.5 ~dot-dashed line!. Here gF /gS50.5,
J/Tc520 anddF /j050.1.
4-4
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.Me), the magnetizationMe is opposite toM and therefore
the induced magnetization variation in the supercondu
dMS will be parallel toM .

We recently became aware of the paper Ref. 22 where
magnetization leakage into the S layer was numerically
.

z.

17450
r
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l-

culated for a ballistic S/F structure. In this case the mag
tization penetrates the S layer over distances of the orde
the Fermi wavelength. We are not interested in small sca
of this order.
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